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600TB
Data volume

3B+
Unique encounters

60M+
Covered lives

2,400+

The MedeAnalytics difference

It’s not about the data. It’s what you do with it.
MedeAnalytics rapidly orchestrates all your data sources into our cloud-based analytics platform
and delivers actionable insights.

Analytics is the #1 area of increased spend
among healthcare payers4
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We exist to improve the 
health of the patients, 
members and 
communities we serve.
As healthcare becomes 
more complex, having 
unified reporting and 
analytics tools becomes 
increasingly important to 
our work to care for those 
we serve.

– Soyal Momin 
VP of Data and Analytics
Presbyterian Healthcare Services

Operational 
inefficiencies

Wasteful
spending

Unstructured 
data

Growing volume 
of data

Health data generates

$300B
The U.S. generates

$1T
in excessive healthcare 
spending per year2

Approximately

80%
of enterprise data
unusable in
current form1

Healthcare data growing

48%
per year, the largest 
growth of data in 
any industry1

Make Even
Smarter Decisions

 

Clients leveraging MedeAnalytics'
solutions experienced:

176%
Large group business 
growth compared to 
industry average

5%
Increase in sales 
and retention

185%
Faster Administrative 
Services Only (ASO) 
business growth compared 
to industry average

75%
Increase in ad-hoc
reports generated

50%
Reduction in
running reports

$400K
Yearly saved
after implementing
Employer Reporting

Increase speedImprove efficency Grow revenue

Today's healthcare challenges create potential that shouldn't be left untapped.

*Results may vary.

Quickly generate 
actionable insights with 
self-service analytics for 
healthcare.

Leverage predictive analytics, 
guided analysis and 
benchmarking—all native
to our innovative platform.

Address business issues that 
matter to you with analytics 
solutions built by healthcare 
for healthcare.

Speed
to insight

Intelligent
platform

Healthcare 
expertise

Providers and health 
plans served

Fast results*

or contact us today at MedeAnalytics.com

Learn more about our 
solutions for payers
▸  Healthcare Economics

▸  Employer Reporting

▸  Provider Analytics

▸  Population Health

▸  Quality Management

1. EMC,  https://www.emc.com/analyst-report/digital-universe-healthcare-vertical-report-ar.pdf

2. Estimate based on individual MedeAnalytics customer results.

3. McKinsey Global Institute, https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/di%20gital-mckinsey/our-insights/big-data-the-next-frontier-for-innovation

4. Frost and Sullivan 2019

5. Gartner, https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3906464/2019-cio-agenda-a-u-s-healthcare-payers-perspective"

in untapped annual value 
for US healthcare3 

Data analytics software market expected
to grow at a rate of 15% annually4

Healthcare data to exceed 10 
zettabytes by 20254

New business and operating 
models scale easily using analytics4

Revenue, growth and improved 
engagement among stakeholders5

Transition to value-based care 
drives revenue and growth

Are you getting the most out of your analytics?


